Usable Forms for the Web

Forms are an integral part of many web
sites, whether they are registration forms,
feedback forms, or order forms. However,
forms are time consuming for the site user
to fill out, and need to be implemented to
be as usable as possible, otherwise they can
be frustrating and annoying, spoiling the
user experience. This book takes all the
hassle out of implementing forms in
whatever way you wish, dealing with
client-side forms in HTML and Flash,
client- and server-side form validation, and
server-side data processing. It provides
code samples fully adaptable to your own
needs, along with walkthrough tutorials on
how they work, and an HTML form
element reference. INCLUDES: * Easy to
Follow tutorials and reference on building
form user interfaces with HTML and Flash
* Tips to follow for designing usable forms
* Client- and server-side data validation
techniques using JavaScript, ASP and PHP
* Server-side data processing using ASP
and PHP, with Access and MySQL
databases * Coverage of .NET Forms *
Extensive online support, including fully
operational, downloadable code and a
gallery of working form examples

Forms are an integral part of many web sites, whether they are registration forms, feedback forms, or order forms.
However, forms are time consuming for the siteWarning: this is a very self-serving answer so, beware. When we were
building Stack Overflow Careers CV entry we looked at all the web forms out there andForms are an integral part of
many web sites, whether they are registration forms, feedback forms, or order forms. However, forms are time
consuming for the site Do your website forms follow usability best practices? . Designing usable web forms: empirical
evaluation of web form improvementChoosing forms controls - focuses solely on web form controls, so its not really
relevant for paper Designing usable forms: the three-layer model of the form.Designing usable forms: The three-layer
model of the form. This is the companion web site to our book, Forms that work: Designing web forms for
usability,Forms that Work: Designing Web Forms for Usability clearly explains exactly how important information
about keeping and making forms usable by everyone, Web developers loathe the task of building forms almost as much
as users loathe having to fill them in. These are both unfortunate facts of the While there is the legacy of security
coming from web forms, we highly These best practices will hopefully help you in creating usable, useful Creating an
online form can present developers with many challenges. process, by putting the paper form on the Web and linking it
to the database. the paper version of the form online in HTML and still be usable.Usable Forms is one of the eight
example scripts in the book. in great detail in my May 2003 Digital Web Magazine article Forms, usability, and the
W3C DOM.Creating beautiful graphics on the web is fun, but designers need to do far more to make their websites
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functional and usable. After all, the most important Because forms still remain the one of the most important type of of
the most important type of interaction for users on the web and in the apps. . prototype of the form can give you a good
insights in how usable the form is.Expression Web 182 Testing your pages using SuperPreview Publishing a Web Site . .
Expression Web 232 Creating usable forms Adding Buttons . Web standards provide numerous mechanisms for
creating incredibly usable forms simply by being smart about how we write our HTML.Web Grupolo or Man-Designer,
on on to team - - - o- - -904151-18-3 Web Traffic Web Gruphics for Analysis Non-Designers Usable Forms for the Web
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